Year 7

Year 8

Read
 The Dirty Secret of
Britain’s Modern
slavery – The Day –
an article about
modern slavery and
exploitation of workers
in the poorest and
most vulnerable
societies:
https://theday.co.uk/
stories/the-dirtysecret-of-britain-smodern-slavery


World Without Fish
by Mark Kurlansky –
this book takes a look
at how our current
fishing and eating
habits are likely to
mean there will be no
fish in our oceans in
as little as 50 years



A Long Walk to
Water by Linda Sue
Park – a novel about
children in Sudan,
examining war,
society and survival in
a developing country



Year 9





Watch
 Inside the factory BBC Iplayer – a look
at what life is like in a
factory and how
factories produce so
much of our everyday
items:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/
iplayer/episode/m000c
651/inside-the-factoryseries-5-xmas-partyfood


Youtube: Will the
ocean ever run out
of fish? - Ayana
Elizabeth Johnson
and Jennifer
Jacquet:
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=WNdR80
8jMSA



Girl Rising:
Changing the World
One Girl at a Time Stories of nine girls
from developing
countries show them
overcoming great
obstacles to obtain an
education and change
their fates.

Chasing Chaos: My
Decade in and Out of
Humanitarian Aid by
Jessica Alexander –
a memoir about
delivering
humanitarian aid in
developing countries

There Is No Planet
B: A Handbook for
the Make or Break
Years by Mike
Berners-Lee – a book
looking at the current
global crisis and its
impacts
Letters to the Earth:
Writing to a Planet in



Chasing Coral – a
docu-film on Netflix
looking at the current
state of our oceans
and their coral reefs



An Inconvenient
Truth/An
Inconvenient
Sequel: Truth to
Power – the film that

Visit
 Quarry Bank Mill – to
look at how jobs have
changed over the last
200 years and how
children fit into this
change


Chester Zoo – to
explore the impacts of
deforestation and the
consequences on
animals



People’s History
Museum – looking at
the impacts of
development over
time



Manchester Art
Gallery – to look at
many paintings from
colonial times and
how the British Empire
left its legacy on the
world.



International Slavery
Museum, Liverpool –
a look at colonial
slavery in Britain as
well as other
examples of slavery,
which caused serious
undevelopment in
Africa
The Eden Project – if
you can go further
afield, this place looks
at the importance of
climate and protecting
our environments





Incredible Edible,
Levenshulme – a
local example of
permaculture and how

Crisis by Jackie
Morris – a look at the
history of our earth
and our impact upon it


Year 10





Year 11

No One Is Too Small
to Make a Difference
by Greta Thunberg –
a book on climate
change and the power
of standing for what
you believe in
Trash by Andy
Mulligan – a book
that follows the lives
of three slum children.
This links to the work
we do about
childhoods in different
countries
The Guardian Global development
podcast: what's the
key to good urban
planning? WEB LINK
a look at the current
state of Global
Development



No Logo by Naomi
Klein – a book based
on the impacts of
Globalisation and
consumerism in our
time



The Gaia hypothesis
by James Lovelock –
a look into the natural
systems of the planet

brought climate
science and climate
change, into the
minds of everyday
people ten years ago.
Its sequel shows that
we still have much to
act upon if climate
change is to be
reversed.



Megacities – Andrew
Marr – a look at the
challenges and
solutions of our worlds
Megacities. Watch
some clips here:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/
programmes/b011rzm
5



Planet Earth 2 –
Episode 6 - Cities – a
look at the issues that
urban life creates in
our natural world:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/
programmes/b0861m
8b



Slumdog millionaire
(15) – a film based on
the lives of slum
children. It looks at the
challenges and issues
that people face living
in the poorest slum
communities



Ted Ed Urbanization and the
future of cities Vance Kite WEB
LINK
Avatar – a film that
will allow you to
explore the issues of
over exploitation of
resources





Blood Diamond – a
film looking at the
consequences of
mining for conflict
diamonds

we can reduce our
impact on global
warming:
https://www.incredible
edible.org.uk/find-agroup/levenshulme/



Ancoats – to look at
the regeneration of
the area and reurbanisation in an
area at the heart of
Manchester’s cotton
industry



Salford Quays – to
explore how a once,
industrial area, has
been regenerated into
a vibrant retail and
business space and
an Economic Hub for
Manchester



Sale Water Park – to
look at urban
regeneration and
management of water
in the locality



Fallowfield Loop in
Levenshulme – to
check out ‘Incredible
Edibles’, a local
example of
permaculture:

versus the current
uses of our world



Wall-E – a film
showing the ultimate
affect that overexploitation of
resources and poor
waste management
can have on our
environments

https://www.incredible
edible.org.uk/find-agroup/levenshulme/

